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Web Sites

- **Photography links**—site has links to general information, history, equipment and techniques, museums, organizations and lesson plans collected by Princeton University Online.
- **Photography Resources**—see links to general information, history, equipment and techniques, museums, and organizations collected by Austin Community College.
- **Photography Resources on the Internet**—TAMU-Commerce Library subject guide covering famous photographers, galleries, history, museums, digital photography resources, film/camera sites and more.
- **Photography Museums**—Google index to photography-related museums in the U.S. and other countries.
- **Photography at National Geographic**—biographies of photographers, news for professionals and amateurs, training and expedition opportunities.
- **American Museum of Photography**—online exhibits; early photographic processes; archival procedures.
- **Prints and Photographs Reading Room**—of the Library of Congress.
- **New York Public Library Photography Collection**—over 300,000 photographs covering more than 150 years, encompassing social documentation, portraits, topographical views, cityscapes, and events.
- **Smithsonian Institution**—online photography exhibitions, resource links.
- **Kodak**—consumer photography tips for taking, sharing, enhancing and printing photos.
- **How Digital Cameras Work**—from the popular How Stuff Works site.

Electronic Books

Note: There are other books on this topic in the [NetLibrary eBooks](#) database. Below are just a few samples. Please log in using your WebAdvisor ID and password


**Print Books**

- Books on the 4th floor (WSC) can be checked out.
- Books on the 2nd floor (WSC) cannot be checked out (reference material).
- The library on AC’s West Campus is a member of the Amarillo Public Library system (Northwest Branch).

